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Executive Summary 

At the time of writing, the Aventine Stable Income Fund is just shy of two months old and is meeting all 

our expectations for performance and risk control.  Early days no doubt, but initial successes include 

the Fund’s NAV rising in 7 of its first 8 weeks, paying out our first monthly distribution of $0.40 to 

unitholders on February 27th, and solid performance despite having a significant cash drag from new 

money inflows. At the end of the month we were 85% invested, with the 15% cash position being a 

result of having some difficulty in finding attractively priced credits in an expensive bond market. We 

anticipate that US interest rate expectations will continue to rise and that expectations for a Canadian 

rate hike in 2017 are low.  As such, the portfolio is positioned to moderately benefit from rising interest 

rates over this horizon. 

 

What You Should Know 

Charts play an important role in the day-to-day activities of an investment manager.  Their ability to 

simply communicate information and relationships is valuable to analysts who must be economical 

with their time. What You Should Know will be a regular section in the Stable Income Fund commentary 

where we intend to share charts, images and other graphics which we think illustrate important topics 

or themes that you should be aware of. Click on any image to enlarge.  

   

Interest Rates Headed Higher. 
Interest rate expectations have risen 
sharply in recent weeks.  A 0.25% 
increase at the Fed’s next meeting is 
all but certain.  

Sentiment is Extreme. 
Sentiment is extreme, both in terms 
of optimism towards stock prices 
and in terms of pessimism towards 
bond prices.  

Where’s The Volatility? 
The past few months have seen 
near record lows in asset price 
volatility.   

http://aventine.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ASIF-Interst-Rates.png
http://aventine.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ASIF-Bullish-Sentiment.jpg
http://aventine.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ASIF-Volatiltiy.jpg
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Fund Performance and Commentary 

  Performance, Net of Fees                     Periods > 1Yr. are annualized   Risk                        Annualized 

 1Mo. 3Mo. 1Yr. 3Yr. 5yr. Incep.  Vol. Beta Corr. 

ASI 0.7% 2.5% 11.0% 4.3% 4.7% 8.3%  5.1% 0.57 0.61 

BM 0.8% 2.8% 15.6% 3.6% 3.6% 6.8%  5.5% 1.00 1.00 

“ASI” is Aventine Stable Income.  “BM” is Benchmark.  The inception date for ASI is December 1, 2008.  The performance track record presented prior to January 1, 
2017 is the Aventine Stable Strategy.  The Aventine Stable Income Fund was launched on January 13, 2017.  The Benchmark is equal weights Canadian Universe 
Bond Total Return, S&P/TSX Preferred Share Total Return and S&P/TSX Composite Total Return.  Volatility is calculated as the annualized standard deviation of 
monthly total returns.  Beta and Correlation of the Fund are calculated against the Benchmark.   

 

A Note on Performance, Track Record Linking and the Transition from “Strategy” to “Fund” 

We think it’s important at the outset to clarify a few items with respect to the new Fund, its track record, 

and go-forward return objectives.  The Stable Income “Strategy” has been managed by Aventine across 

client accounts on an individual basis since 2008, either as a stand-alone mandate or as part of a 

broader portfolio. The aggregate returns generated by this Strategy have always been tracked internally 

and with the transition to a Fund management structure we are linking the historical “Strategy” 

performance with the new “Fund” performance.  Performance linking is standard practice for a 

transition like this where continuity in mandate, approach and management team exists.   We will 

always denote in performance presentations where this transition occurred, but we don’t view it as a 

material change or break in the comparability of the data from before to after.  

Regarding performance, we have had inquiries about the difference in absolute level of performance in 

recent years versus the 2009-2011 period (it has been quite a bit lower since 2012), and also how we 

reconcile our performance targets for the Fund (7-10% per year) to the recent performance of the 

Strategy (about 5% per year).   It’s true that the past few years have seen lower strategy performance 

but that’s more related to broadly falling returns across income-oriented asset classes than a 

fundamental change in our ability.  When comparing Stable Income to a passive Benchmark of 1/3 TSX 

Total Return, 1/3 TSX Preferred Share Total Return and 1/3 Canadian Universe Bond Total Return our 

outperformance has been remarkably consistent.  Through December 2016, we have beaten this 

benchmark by 1.6%, 1.7% and 1.5% (all figures annualized) over the trailing 3, 5 and 8 year periods, net 

of fees.  So while strategy returns have declined on an absolute basis, they have remained very strong 

in terms of Alpha (relative outperformance) and Sharpe Ratio (excess return per unit of risk).  

But let’s be honest, regardless of the lower return environment we want to do better than 5% after fees 

(our stated performance objective with the Fund is 7-10% annualized).  So how do we get there from 

here?  We believe that a majority of this gap will be made up from covered call writing, between 2.0% 

and 3.0% at the portfolio level.  Additionally we see increased market confidence in the rising interest 

rate cycle as a big positive for us.  In essence, fading uncertainty should more clearly highlight the 

winners and losers from rising rates, offering us better opportunities to make strategic, high-conviction 

investment decisions.  

How We’re Positioned and What You Can Expect from Us Going Forward 

The Fund’s fact sheet contains a great set of charts which present the Fund’s allocation by strategy and 

within each strategy.  Those charts are shown below for reference.  
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While the Fund has 4 core investment strategies covering a variety of income-oriented asset classes, 

we will only hold 3 types of positions in each strategy – cash, investments or hedges (we consider 

options writing a subset of our dividend growth strategy). We chose to be very specific in the Offering 

Memorandum with respect to the Fund’s investment activities, policies (distributions, leverage, options, 

currency hedging, etc.), and restrictions, so there are clear rules around what we will and will not be 

doing in the Fund.  This is not a “discretionary” strategy where the types of investments we hold will 

change in dramatic ways from quarter to quarter, this is a disciplined, income-focused capital 

preservation strategy suitable as a core portfolio holding.  

Unlike our ACE Fund which is very concentrated in its holdings, Stable Income is a more diversified 

strategy. In ACE, our top 10 holdings can represent as much as 60% of the Fund’s capital, whereas a 

large position for us in Stable Income will be around 2%. For reference, our largest position currently is 

3.4% and our top 10 holdings (excluding cash) represent 23.8% of the Fund.  Most of our largest 

holdings are preferred shares (5/10) and the remainder are a mix of fixed-rate bonds and convertible 

securities.  With common stocks we are targeting 40 companies at an approximate weight of 1% each, 

plus or minus.  As a result of this broad diversification we expect to speak more to strategy 

performance and allocations than to individual holdings.  However, where we find particularly 

interesting themes or opportunities we may highlight these to investors – recall that when we find 

something we really like we will seek to own it at multiple different levels of the capital structure 

(bonds, preferred shares and/or common shares). 

Turning to the portfolio, the below comments highlight our current thinking in each area: 

Flexible Fixed Income  

We currently favour short term commercial paper and convertible debt over traditional fixed income as 

interest rate expectations are starting to perk up.  We have limited exposure to Canadian and US high 

yield bonds, which we see as trading at their most expensive levels since 2007 (credit spreads are the 

tightest we have seen in the post crisis period).  There are a number of fixed income issues we’ve 

identified as interesting but given how expensive fixed income is generally we’re not chasing anything.  

In the current environment our fixed income exposure is likely to be capped at 20% of the Fund’s 

capital, versus a long term target of 25%.  At the time of writing our long fixed income exposure was 

only 12%. 

Preferred Share Relative Value 

Despite the big rebound in many preferred share issues from the year-ago lows we continue to really 

like this asset class and have moved from a full allocation at the end of February to an overweight 

position presently.  There are a few different ways we analyze these shares and without getting too 

deep into technical terms, we believe this remains a big area of opportunity if you understand the 

structures well and are prepared to do the homework.  The first wave of rate-reset preferred shares we 

bought last year have mostly recovered back to their $25 par value.  As a result we’ve been shifting our 
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holdings into issues that are trading in the $18 to $22 range and offering a “yield to call” north of 10%.  

These are a little bit lower down the quality / current yield scale but represent very attractive value to us 

given our expectations for Canadian bond yields 12-18 months from now. 

Enhanced Dividend Equity 

This is the largest strategy allocation within the Portfolio at 45% presently.  We’ve put together a great 

portfolio of North American dividend growers for the Fund (55% Canada, 45% US) and have been 

overwriting call options (“covered calls”) on the majority of this portfolio to further boost income.  

Something we’re doing a bit differently in the Stable Income Fund versus the average income fund is 

that we aren’t looking to maximize dividend yield from our holdings.  A lot of companies who have 

dividend yields above 4% are very expensive relative to historical valuations and are concentrated 

mainly in a few areas such as the utilities, REITs, telcos and banks. Our goal is to hold stocks that yield 

between 2-4% on average (our current yield in this strategy is 3.7%), are reasonably valued, and have 

high quality balance sheets with a strong track record of shareholder-focused capital allocation 

decisions.  

With respect to the Fund’s options overwriting activities, the current low level of volatility has meant 

that the options premiums we’ve been receiving are lower than we’d ideally like, but we are still 

generating a current yield boost of 6% annualized.  We’ve adopted several rules for options overwriting 

that have historically served to drive outperformance versus just a long only approach.  These include 

writing short dated options that are ~5% out of the money, not overwriting stocks in months that they 

report earnings, overwriting stocks with the highest implied volatilities, and overwriting larger cap 

stocks with moderate dividend yields.   

Structured Securities 

The structured securities portfolio is comprised primarily of equity linked notes and closed end funds.  

As of early March we’re fully invested in this strategy and our underlying exposure is roughly balanced 

among Canadian banks, Canadian life insurers and large cap European stocks.  Structured securities 

are a relatively new asset class to us, we’ve only been investing in them for about 3 years but over that 

time we have gotten to know the asset very well and have thus far had a very favourable investment 

experience.  Many investors aren’t familiar with this asset class so we’ll devote more space to a full 

introduction in a subsequent letter.  

We hope that you’ve enjoyed reading our initial Manager Letter for the Stable Income Fund.  Please feel 

free to reach out if you have any questions or would like to learn more about the Fund. 

Best Wishes, 

 

AVENTINE STABLE INCOME 

Investor Contact  

Shannon Veitch  

sv@aventine.ca   

416-847-1767 x510 
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